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Overview 
Many of the most pressing problems in the world can be addressed with data. We are awash in 
in data and modern citizenship demands that we become literate in how to interpret data, what 
assumptions and computing processes are necessary to analyze data, and how we might 
participate in generating our own analyses and presentations of data. Consequently, data 
analytics is an emerging field with skills applicable to a wide variety of disciplines. This course 
introduces analysis, computation, and presentation concerns through the investigation of data-
driven puzzles in a wide array of fields – political, economic, historical, social, biological and 
others. No previous experience is required. 
 
Class will typically consist of short presentations and/or question & answer sessions, followed 
by hands on computing exercises. The course will be taught using R and RStudio, but the 
concepts learned will frequently apply across multiple programming languages and database 
management systems. No background in programming or databases is required.  

Learning Objectives  
At the end of the course, you should be able to: 

● Identify and describe different types of data and data sources 
● Collect, clean, store, and extract data as needed for an analysis 
● Create and interpret data visualizations 
● Wrangle and combine data sets into a useful data table 
● Perform statistical analysis on a dataset, validate assumptions, and interpret the results 
● Communicate all aspects of data analysis (data, cleaning, analysis, results) to a diverse, 

technical or non-technical audience, in oral, visual, and written format 
● Reflect on ethical, social, and legal issues in data collection, analysis, and security 



Required Texts 
● R for Data Science (Hadley and Grolemund), ISBN-13: 978-1491910399 

o Free online (http://r4ds.had.co.nz/) 
o Or order from Amazon (or your favorite retailer)  

 
● Introduction to Statistical Investigations (E-book ISBN 978-1119154303) 
● Additional selected readings will be made available via NoteBowl/Google Drive 

 

Software 
All projects in this course will be scripted and analyzed using R, an open source data analysis 
language and environment. No previous experience with R, statistical software packages, or 
computer programming is required. Specifically, we will be using the following tools for R:  

● R, RStudio 
● ggplot2, and dplyr 
● Rmarkdown, knitr 

Online Tools and Class Forum 
We will use the newly adopted NoteBowl platform. I will update the syllabus periodically on 
NoteBowl, and you can use the main forum as a place to share relevant class information with 
your peers, or to share conceptual questions that may benefit others. Additional information 
from class time, assignments, and additional readings may be posted on NoteBowl, as links to a 
shared Google Drive. 
 
 

 

http://r4ds.had.co.nz/
https://www.amazon.com/Data-Science-Transform-Visualize-Model/dp/1491910399


Assignments and Grading 

Graded Course Components 

Component points % 

Reading response 
To prepare for weekly class discussions, each student will be 
assigned a 10-point presentation or writing task on a rotating 
schedule (see handout). These will be due at the beginning of 
class on Fridays. The lowest grade will be dropped.  

130 15% 

Lab and Lab Projects 
Weekly labs will challenge you to practice, apply, and extend 
the concepts and skills learned in the course. There will be 
five topics from different subject areas where data analytics 
skills can provide insight into interesting questions, and 
hopefully, some answers. Each topic will increase in 
complexity, skills, and expectations. Consequently, later labs 
will be worth more points than earlier labs.  
 

Some labs will be short individual assignments to practice 
skills introduced that week. The last lab within each topic will 
be a larger group project that will require you to collaborate to 
apply the skills from previous weeks to investigate a set of 
questions. These will conclude with a group report and/or 
presentation of the results.  

490 - Over all topics 
 
 
 70  - Biology  
 40  - City Planning 
 95  - Psychology 
140 - Political Science 
145 - Sports 

58% 
 
 
8% 
5% 
11% 
17% 
17% 

Final Project 
The final project will be a culmination of the skills you have 
learned in the weeks prior, and generally will offer more 
flexibility in your design, data choices, and approach, while 
demonstrating mastery of the breadth of skills discussed in 
the course. Potential topics will be discussed and approved 
with the instructor. Final reports will discuss the data, 
analytical approach, and a visual and oral presentation of the 
results. 

220  26% 

Course Grading 
A+: 98%+   A: 92%   A-: 90% 
B+: 88%   B: 82%   B-: 80% 
C+: 78%   C: 72%   C-: 70% 
D+: 68%   D: 62%   D-: 60% 
F: below 60 
 

Late / Make-Up Policy 
Reading responses will not be accepted late, because preparation is required for weekly Friday 
class discussion to work. The lowest reading response grade will be dropped. 



Late Lab assignments will be docked 20% and will not be accepted more than 48 hours late 
except in cases of genuine emergencies that can be documented by the student or in cases 
where this has been discussed and approved in advance. This policy is based on the idea that 
in order to learn how to use computers well, students should be working with them at multiple 
times each week. Time has been allotted in class for working on assignments and students are 
expected to work on them outside of class. It is intended that you should have finished as much 
of the assignment as you can based on what we have covered in class by the following class 
period. Therefore, even if something unexpected happens at the last minute you should already 
be close to done with the assignment. This policy also allows rapid feedback to be provided to 
students by returning assignments quickly. 

 
 

 

The Quantitative GE Requirement 
The goal of the quantitative reasoning requirement is to develop the skills of all students in the 
descriptive, analytical, and predictive aspects of quantitative reasoning. A course fulfilling this 
requirement must utilize numerical quantities and employ, as an integral and sustained part of 
the course, at least one of the following forms of quantitative reasoning. 
  

1) the application of mathematical models to describe or predict the behavior of systems, 
and the design, construction, and interpretation of graphical representations of 
mathematical models.  

2) the utilization, numerical analysis, and interpretation of the significance and limitations 
of data to answer questions, test hypotheses, or solve problems, and the design, 
construction, and interpretation of graphical representations of numerical data. 

 

 

  



Course Schedule 

Dates Topics Lab 

1/22-1/26 Data: data types, data entry, data tidying, and 
the data analysis cycle. Learning R 

Biology  
 

1/30-2/02 Data: data wrangling and dplyr City Planning  

2/05 – 2/09 Data: data wrangling and dplyr Biology  

2/12 – 2/16 Data: visualization Psychology  

2/19 – 2/23 Data: more visualization Psychology  

2/26 – 3/02 Descriptive analytics: distributions, summary 
statistics, and hypothesis testing 

Political Science 

3/05 – 3/09 Predictive analytics: linear regression Political Science 

3/12 – 3/16 Predictive analytics: correlation vs. causation, 
ethics and bias in data analytics 

Political Science 

3/19-3/23 SPRING BREAK! None 

3/26-3/30 Predictive analytics: multivariate regression, 
model selection 

Sports 

4/02 – 4/06 Predictive analytics: multivariate regression, 
model selection 

Sports 

4/09 – 4/13 Clustering and Decision Trees Sports 

4/16 – 4/20 Regular expressions and Data Cleaning Final Project Introduction 

4/23 – 4/27 Fun Topics Project sprints 

4/30 – 5/4 Communication: Presenting data analysis, 
student presentations and peer review 

Project sprints 

CONGRATS! YOU MADE IT TO THE END OF THE SEMESTER! ACHIEVEMENT UNLOCKED! 

*Reading Responses are always due every Friday at the beginning of class. Unless otherwise 
stated, Lab assignments will be due at the beginning of the next Lab meeting. 



Expectations 

Preparation and Pacing 

This class is a broad overview of the field of Data Analytics, and foundational skills in data and 
programming. We will cover a lot of information during the semester, and you will have many 
opportunities to practice these skills, discuss ethical and philosophical aspects of data analytics with your 
peers, and collaborate on projects. Some of you may be entering the classroom with more advanced prior 
knowledge of these topics, while others may be encountering these concepts for the first time. Group 
learning, coding, and discussion are key aspects of this course. This means that we all need to do our 
part to be prepared for each class, and to foster a positive and inquisitive learning environment.  
 
In between classes you should:  

● Review your notes from class 
● Read relevant portions of your textbook or the online readings 
● Refer to NoteBowl for updates to the syllabus, share or respond to posts in the class forum 
● Leave yourself enough time to read and respond to weekly writing assignments  
● DO NOT wait until the last minute to begin your final project  
● Proofread your writing and coding assignments 
● EMAIL your instructor with any questions. Ask lots of questions! 

Attendance Policy 

You will not be graded on your class attendance or participation, but it in order to succeed in this class, it 
is very important that you attend and participate each time we meet. Particularly because this class will 
largely be taught as a “flipped” classroom, where our class time will be focused on hands-on learning and 
practice, as well as group discussion of Data Analytics topics, missing a class represents a missed 
learning opportunity. If you become ill or personal circumstances arise that make it necessary for you 
miss more than 1-2 class in a row, please do not wait to contact me to work out an arrangement so that 
you do not fall too far behind. 

Class Technology  

Students are required to provide their own laptops and to install free and open source software on those 
laptops. R can also be accessed via the browser at  r.denison.edu. Support will be provided by the 
instructor in the installation of required software. If at any time you don’t have access to a laptop please 
contact the instructor and the Data Analytics Program can provide you with a loan from the laptop cart. In 
class, please use eduroam to connect to the internet instead of Denison Guest. We will use real-time 
feedback as we work through in-class technology, using this Google Form: 
https://goo.gl/forms/ZA9SMOBKe06Zz5Xx1 
 
Please be respectful with your use of laptops and technology in class. I request that you only use them for 
class related purposes, as I and others may find them distracting (For example, no email or social media 
should be open in your browser tabs!). Cell phones should be kept silent and put away, and you can 
expect the same from me. 

Group Work 

In this class, we will frequently work together in pairs or larger groups, to explore and solve puzzles, 
where data analytics skills can provide insight into interesting questions and approaches. I encourage you 
to approach group work with an open mind, and to be cognizant of how your actions and communication 
can either help everyone in the group learn, or create a negative environment that hinders learning. 
Group collaboration is an essential skill for data analytics, including the ability to work together with 
people you don’t know, or don’t get along with well. Each group member should contribute to both 
technical, and non-technical aspects of the project (for example, don’t designate only one person as the 
“note-taker”).   
 

http://r.denison.edu/
https://goo.gl/forms/ZA9SMOBKe06Zz5Xx1


For each group project a self and peer assessment (ungraded) will be provided to reflect on the group’s 
collaboration. In extreme cases of “free-riding” or acting unfairly or inappropriately, the individual grades 
of member(s) may be subject to a penalty, and they will meet with the instructor to determine an 
improvement plan.      

Academic Honesty and Integrity 

Academic honesty, the cornerstone of teaching and learning, lays the foundation for lifelong integrity. 
Academic dishonesty is intellectual theft. It includes, but is not limited to, providing or receiving assistance in a 
manner not authorized by the instructor in the creation of work to be submitted for evaluation. This standard 
applies to all work ranging from daily homework assignments to major exams. Students must clearly cite any 
sources consulted—not only for quoted phrases but also for ideas and information that are not common 
knowledge. Neither ignorance nor carelessness is an acceptable defense in cases of plagiarism. It is the 
student’s responsibility to follow the appropriate format for citations. Students should ask their instructors for 
assistance in determining what sorts of materials and assistance are appropriate for assignments and for 
guidance in citing such materials clearly. For further information about the Code of Academic Integrity, 
see http://denison.edu/academics/curriculum/integrity. 

Disability Accommodation 

Any student who feels he or she may need an accommodation based on the impact of a disability should 
contact me privately as soon as possible to discuss his or her specific needs.  I rely on the Academic 
Resource Center (ARC) in 020 Higley to verify the need for reasonable accommodations based on the 
documentation on file in that office.  

Writing Center 

The Writing Center is a free resource available to all Denison students. Student writing consultants from 
many majors help writers one-on-one in all phases of the writing process, from deciphering the 
assignment, to discussing ideas, to developing an argument, to finalizing a draft. Because proofreading is 
a last step in that process, you should leave plenty of time (like at least a week) for getting your ideas 
right before expecting proofreading help. Consultants also can help writers with personal documents, like 
job and internship applications. Consultants welcome diversity and are prepared to work with multilingual 
writers. If needed, Consultants can refer a multilingual writer to Denison’s Coordinator of Multilingual 
Learning for additional support. The Center is located on the fourth floor of Barney-Davis Hall; a satellite 
location is in the Learning Commons on the entrance level of the Library.  Appointments between 4 p.m. 
and 9 p.m., Sunday through Thursday, can be made for the Barney-Davis location on the on-line 
scheduler at the MyDenison Writing Center website; the library satellite location only is drop-in. Check the 
website on MyDenison for those hours. 

Multilingual Support 

Studying in a second or foreign language is a rewarding, but challenging, experience!  If you complete 
some or all of your courses at Denison in a language that is not your native language, you will find it 
helpful to attend one or both of the following free workshops in September.   
 

1) Metacognitive Strategies: The Language Learner’s Best Friend 
Who will benefit from this workshop? 
Students who regard English as their second (third, etc.) language 
Students who are enrolled in a foreign language course 
 

2) Academic Writing: What’s it all About? 
Who will benefit from this workshop? 
Students who regard English as their second (third, etc.) language 
Students who were not required to do much writing in high school 

 
For more information about and to register for these workshops, go to MyDenison > Academics > Second 
Language Support. 
 

http://denison.edu/academics/curriculum/integrity


A special note about writing assignments: remember that the Writing Center is a valuable resource.  
Writing Center Consultants welcome diversity and are prepared to work with all students.  If needed, 
Writing Center Consultants can refer you to Denison’s Coordinator of Multilingual Learning for additional 
support with writing assignments. 

Reporting Sexual Assault 

Essays, journals, and other coursework submitted for this class are generally considered confidential 
pursuant to the University’s student record policies. However, students should be aware that University 
employees are required by University policy and Title IX guidance to report allegations of discrimination 
based on gender identity / expression, including sexual misconduct, sexual assault and suspected child 
abuse/neglect, occurring on campus and / or involving current students at Denison University when they 
become aware of possible incidents in the course of their employment, including via coursework or 
advising conversations.  There are others on campus to whom you may speak in confidence, including 
counselors at the Whisler Center for Student Wellness, SHARE advocates, and clergy.  More information 
on Title IX and University policy guidance on gender identity /  expression bias and sexual misconduct / 
assault, including support resources, how to report, and prevention and education efforts, can be found 
at denison.edu/titleix; students may also contact Steve Gauger, Campus Title IX Coordinator, in Doane 
Administration 001, by email at gaugers@denison.edu, or by phone at 740-587-8660. 

Cautions regarding copyright and licensing 

All documents provided to you (i.e. syllabus, paper prompts, tests, etc...) are the property of the instructor 
or author. It is a violation of intellectual property to post these online (especially to websites promoting 
copying/cheating) or to provide them to students not in our class or in future classes. Your papers are 
your property, and while you can do with them as you wish, it may be a violation of academic integrity to 
make them available to others who might use them for plagiarism. Basically, keep course materials and 
your work to yourself except in the process of editing and peer review.  

 

 
 
  

http://denison.edu/titleix
mailto:gaugers@denison.edu


Friday Discussion Calendar 

Date Topic Reading(s) 

Jan 26 Data in your world Big Data 

Feb 2 Data: Challenges Missing at Random 

Feb 7 Data: Career advice Troubled waters for new data scientists 

Feb 16 Data Visualization: Creative 
intersections of data and 
artistic expression 

How to Listen to Data (read)  
Dear Data (watch) 
 
If you’re curious and want more details on these 
projects, check out: Data Driven DJ and Dear 
Data Project for fun. 

Feb 23 Analysis Case Study: 
Quantitative Research 

Belief breakfast decreases obesity 
Breakfast, bias, and uncertainty 

Mar 2 Statistical Ethics Science isn’t Broken 

Mar 9 Analysis Case Study: 
Quantitative Research 

NPR - Football and CTE (npr coverage) 
CTE in Football Players pdf (primary literature) 

Mar 16 Bias in Data Analysis Machine Learning and Sexism (read) 
Tricia Wang - human insights (watch) 

Mar 30 Human Data Ethics 
workshop 
Alternate assignment 

Do: NIH Protecting Human Subject Research 
Training 
Turn in: Certificate of Completion and (choose 
one) 5 questions OR ½-1 page single spaced 
reflection (assignment on notebowl) 

April 6 Career Discussion - What 
are employers looking for? 
Alternate assignment, make 
sure to check the 
spreadsheet for your 
assignment (highlighted in 
orange is oral/visual 
presentation) 
 

Watch/Listen: Podcast on Becoming a Data 
Scientist (choose 1 of the episodes listed below) 
1. Will Kurt (01) - Literature and Library Science 
to KISSmetrics 
2. Sherman Distin (04) - Data Analytics for 
Business consulting 
3. Clare Corthell (05) - Data Insights for 
companies 
4. Trey Causey (10) - Soc/Psych, Sports 
Analytics, Marketing, Advice 
5. Debbie Berebichez (13) - Physics to data 
science boot camp 

April 13 Career Discussion: 
Question-asking, ethics, and 
career goals 

Read: Reflections on Becoming a Data Scientist 
by Cathy O’Neil 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0268401214001066
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4121561/
https://peerj.com/preprints/3160/
https://www.sciencefriday.com/articles/how-to-listen-to-data/
https://vimeo.com/157474716
https://datadrivendj.com/
http://www.dear-data.com/theproject
http://www.dear-data.com/theproject
http://ajcn.nutrition.org/content/98/5/1298.full.pdf+html
http://andrewbrownphd.com/2013/09/breakfast-bias-and-obesity/
https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/science-isnt-broken/#part1
http://www.npr.org/2017/07/25/539198429/study-cte-found-in-nearly-all-donated-nfl-player-brains
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B9CaG_EkEfBqRkV0ZFVZdlFIQVk
https://www.wired.com/story/machines-taught-by-photos-learn-a-sexist-view-of-women/
https://www.ted.com/talks/tricia_wang_the_human_insights_missing_from_big_data/discussion
https://phrp.nihtraining.com/users/login.php
https://phrp.nihtraining.com/users/login.php
https://www.becomingadatascientist.com/2015/12/21/becoming-a-data-scientist-podcast-episode-01-will-kurt/
https://www.becomingadatascientist.com/2016/02/02/becoming-a-data-scientist-podcast-episode-04-sherman-distin/
https://www.becomingadatascientist.com/2016/02/14/becoming-a-data-scientist-podcast-episode-05-clare-corthell/
https://www.becomingadatascientist.com/2016/05/01/becoming-a-data-scientist-podcast-episode-10-trey-causey/
https://www.becomingadatascientist.com/2016/07/14/becoming-a-data-scientist-podcast-episode-13-debbie-berebichez/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B9CaG_EkEfBqT3JieG1mVExfX2JmY25YZmgyTnFPT1BreXc0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B9CaG_EkEfBqT3JieG1mVExfX2JmY25YZmgyTnFPT1BreXc0


April 20 TBD 
Alternate assignment 

Watch: Kristin Briney Tedx Talk on Open 
Analytics and Open data  
NOTE DATE CHANGE TO MONDAY, will 
discuss with guest Dr. Bahlai 

April 27 Open Analytics & Diversity 
Alternate assignment 

R Community, Queer in Tech, Positive change in 
open source 
Meet in small discussion groups with members 
from the other class section (assignment on 
Notebowl) 

May 4 Student’s Choice 
Alternate assignment 

Create a concept map for topics covered in DA 
101 and write a brief reflection of your learning in 
the course (assignment on Notebowl) 

 

Friday Discussions 
Each Friday class period, we will use the time to discuss topics related to Data 
Analytics. To prepare for weekly class discussions, each student will be assigned a 
presentation or writing task on a rotating schedule, due at the beginning of class on 
Fridays. For this to work, it is critical that you schedule time before each Friday to read 
(and re-read), think, and respond to the assigned text(s). In these discussions, there will 
be few “right” or “wrong” answers, but rather, I encourage us all to practice good 
listening and communication skills, and to connect the readings to concepts learned in 
class, as well as to the “bigger picture” of what Data Analytics represents, and who you 
want to be. Please come to class with your printed response. 
 
Topics will include, but are not limited to: 
 

● What is Data Analytics? 
● What are some examples of data and data analysis in your chosen field of interest? 
● What are do’s and don’ts of data visualization and presentation? 
● How can we assess the data analysis cycle in quantitative research? 
● What should my ethical concerns be when conducting a data analysis? 
● How can I be a better collaborator? Communicator? 
● How do diversity and bias factor into research/careers in data and analysis? 
● How can we assess the validity of a data analysis result? 
● What are some career options in Data Analytics? 
● What are some new/exciting areas that Data Analytics is headed in the future? 

 
Readings will be taken from published texts, blogs, popular science news articles, and peer 
reviewed journals, and will be provided at least a week in advance, through links in NoteBowl. 

 

Grading Rubric 

The assignments below, and your participation in Friday discussions, represent ~15% of 
your overall grade. The lowest grade will be dropped.  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dXKbkpilQME
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dXKbkpilQME
https://ropensci.org/blog/2017/06/23/community/
https://www.wired.com/2016/07/queer-stem-anybody/
https://opensource.com/article/16/12/yearbook-open-source-diversity-efforts
https://opensource.com/article/16/12/yearbook-open-source-diversity-efforts


Each 10-point grade will be based on points given in 5 areas (0-2 points each):  
answered the prompt, scientific accuracy, clarity, grammar/length, and in-class 
participation. 
 
0 - didn’t do 
1 - below expectations 
2 - meets or exceeds expectations 

 

 

Rotating Reading Response Assignments 

To generate broad, productive class discussions, you will be assigned a different written 
or short presentation assignment linked to the weekly reading(s). Each response is 
designed to challenge a different aspect of reading comprehension, and focuses on a 
different part of the text. This means that for a single class discussion, every student will 
have completed a different assignment to prepare for discussion. 
 
The written assignments should be about ½ page, single spaced (or one page double-
spaced). Please use one of the standard fonts (Times New Roman, Arial, Calibri, 
Cambria) and 11-12 point font. The presentations are informal, and should be 
approximately 3-5 minutes.  
 
Optional: If you want to discuss your assignment with another student before class on 
Friday, that is OK! For example, it might be helpful for the presenting students, or for the 
written and presenting “describe” students to share ideas. 
 
Assignment descriptions are below: 
 

1. Presentation 1: background and main question of the paper (no powerpoint) 
2. Presentation 2: data, methods, and/or results of the paper (no powerpoint) 
3. Presentation 3: conclusion and implications of the paper (no powerpoint) 
4. Describe 1: Describe the background and main question or topic 
5. Describe 2: Describe the data (and results, if it is a research paper)  
6. Describe 3: Describe the conclusions or the main “take home” message of the paper 
7. Describe 4: Describe what aspects of data analytics that we have covered in class, this 

paper relates to or how it is helpful for skills we are learning.  
8. Critical 1: What is your opinion of the paper? 
9. Critical 2: What do you think the authors should have done differently? 
10. Critical 3: Play devil’s advocate: why should the article not have been published? Or 

what are some potential flaws or biases in the article? 
11. Critical 4: A good article often brings up more questions than answers. After reading the 

text, please list 3-5 unanswered questions that you had. 
12. Summary 1: Summarize the paper in your own words, as if writing to a friend 
13. Summary 2: Summarize the paper in your own words, using only the most common 

1000 words in the English language. You can check your response using 
http://splasho.com/upgoer5/ . 

http://splasho.com/upgoer5/


14. Summary 3: Summarize the paper in a graphical abstract.  This should fit on a single 
page, and can be something you create in powerpoint, Microsoft Paint, using a pen or 
markers, or whatever you want. Be creative! The graphical abstract should use plain 
language and try to avoid technical jargon. You will do a quick “show and tell” of your 
graphical abstract to the class. This is very informal (1-3 minutes). 
(http://www.wikihow.com/Make-a-Graphical-Abstract-for-Scientific-Publication) 

15. Summary 4: Summarize the paper in a tweet (real or otherwise, 280 character max, you 
can include links or hashtags) 

16. Meta 1: Who are the authors of the paper? What is their expertise? 
17. Meta 2: How often is the paper cited (for a peer-reviewed article), and/or do you think it 

is influential? 
18. Meta 3: Make a list of 3-5 important vocabulary words needed to understand the article, 

and define them.  
19. Meta 4: If the paper talked about a data analysis, describe the data used. If it talks about 

other concepts, describe what kinds of data could be useful to addressing the questions 
posed in the paper, or potential things that someone would need to be aware of when 
collecting or using data for this application/concept. 

20. Study 1: Bring a printed copy of the reading(s) to hand in, with your annotated notes. 
Annotations may include things like highlighting/underlining important phrases or 
keywords. Notes written in the margins where you agree/disagree with the text or a 
question written next to something confusing. Writing fires a different set of neurons that 
typing, and can increase memory and comprehension! 

 

http://www.wikihow.com/Make-a-Graphical-Abstract-for-Scientific-Publication)

